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1.Executive Summary 
1.1. GHL (Leegate) Limited (the `Applicant’) appointed Kanda, a specialist public 

consultation company, to undertake an extensive programme of community 

consultation in relation to a full planning application for the regeneration of the 

Leegate Centre in Lee Green. This Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) 

therefore provides a record of the pre-application engagement with local elected 

representatives, community groups, individual local residents as well as other 

stakeholders such as the London Borough of Lewisham’s (the Council) Planning 

Department, the Greater London Authority (GLA) and the Lewisham Design Review 

Panel (DRP), carried out across the pre—application phase, from February 2021 to 

April 2022. 

1.2. The description for the Proposed Development is: 

Application for Full Planning Permission for the proposed 

development at Leegate Centre, bounded by Burnt Ash Road, 

Eltham Road, Leyland Road and Carston Close, for the demolition 

of existing buildings, and redevelopment to provide within buildings 

of up to 15 storeys, residential units (Use Class C3), flexible 

commercial floorspace (Use Class E), a community centre (Use 

Class F2) and a public house (Sui Generis), together with associated 

public realm, landscaping and highways improvements, vehicular 

access, car parking and servicing arrangements, cycle parking and 

stores, and all other associated and ancillary works 

1.3. The brief from the Applicant was to develop and implement a consultation strategy 

with statutory and non-statutory consultees across the local community as well as 

local elected representatives. Although the development site falls wholly within the 

Council, given the proximity of the Borough’s boundary with the Royal Borough of 

Greenwich (RBG), residents, and neighbours in both council areas were engaged. 

1.4. The consultation strategy matched this brief and has also sought to comply with 

both local and national consultation guidance. 

1.5. Locally, the guidance is through the Council’s own SCI, as adopted in 2006. 

Section 6 of the Council’s own SCI states that ‘Pre-application discussions can 

provide considerable benefits in the form of establishing goodwill, developing a 

proposal that has considered the views of the local community, and building a 

greater understanding of an application amongst stakeholders. It is also the case 

that formal objections to a planning application can often be avoided where the 

community are fully informed and feel that a proposal has taken into consideration 

things that matter to them. The Council strongly encourages all applicants to 

undertake pre-application consultation on all applications’. 

The table accompanying this section of the Council’s SCI recommends that pre-

application consultation encompasses the sharing of information, allowing the 

community to comment, using the local community as a source of information and 

knowledge, and actively involving the local community in developing the proposal. 

The SCI also suggests a range of general consultation tools, which include public 
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exhibitions, workshops, meetings, focus groups, letters/mailshots, questionnaires, 

and local advertisement.1 

1.6. The Applicant’s national consultation guidance is derived from paragraph 132 of 

the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which states that ‘Applications that 

can demonstrate early, proactive and effective engagement with the community 

should be looked on more favourably than those that cannot’. 

Taken together, local and national consultation guidance sets out a clear 

‘roadmap’ that involves engaging with the local community at an early stage, 

through a range of different channels so that feedback can be secured, reviewed 

and, where appropriate, changes made to the evolving proposals.  

1.7. The Applicant’s first step of this early, proactive and effective engagement was to 

engage with a range of Lee Green based local elected representatives and 

community groups. 

The local elected representatives we reached out to in early 2021 were: 

 

• Lee Green Ward Councillors Jim Mallory, Octavia Holland, and James 

Rathbone 

• The neighbouring ward councillors for Blackheath Ward, Kevin Bonavia, 

Amanada De Ryk and Juliet Campbell 

• The Mayor of Lewisham, Damien Egan 

• The Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning, Councillor Paul Bell 

• The Cabinet Member for the Community Sector, Councillor Jonathan Slater 

• The Member of Parliament for Lewisham East, Janet Daby 

• The Greater London Assembly Member for Greenwich and Lewisham, Len 

Duvall 

• The Middle Park and Sutcliffe Ward Councillors in the Royal Borough of 

Greenwich, Christine May, Ian Hawking, and Mark James 

• The Member of Parliament for Eltham, Clive Efford 

• The Council Leader of the Royal Borough of Greenwich, Danny Thorpe 

• The Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Growth in the Royal Borough of 

Greenwich, Denise Scott-McDonald 

 

- The local community groups we reached out to in early 2021 were: 

 

• The Lee Green Forum 

• The Lee Manor Society 

• The Blackheath Society 

• Lee Green Community Centre 

• Lee Green Lives 

• Lee Green Ward Assembly 

• Lee Fairshare Timebank 

• Lee Green Consortium 

• Lee Green Open Studios 

 

1.8. Having sought to engage these groups and met either face to face or via a virtual 

meeting with those who expressed an interest in meeting, the Applicant then 

 
1 https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/planning/policy/adopted-local-plan/statement-of-

community-involvement 
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worked closely with Councillor Jim Mallory and others to set up a Leegate ‘Working 

Group’. 

1.9. This Group was convened at key points in the pre-application period to facilitate 

effective and direct consultation between local elected representatives, individuals 

acting as representatives for their respective local community groups, and the 

Applicant project team. 

1.10. Those who were regularly invited to Working Group meetings included: 

• The local Lee Green Ward Councillors 

• The local Member of Parliament 

• The Lee Manor Society 

• The Lee Forum 

• The Leegate Traders Group 

• Lee Green Lives 

• The Blackheath Society 

• The Lee Green Assembly 

• Key members of the Applicant’s project team 

 

1.11. In terms of formal public consultation, the Applicant agreed to two separate pre-

planning consultations. As a result, in April 2021 the first public exhibition (April 2021 

consultation) was held. This was online to reflect government regulations and 

guidance linked to the COVID-19 pandemic (at the time) which strongly 

discouraging in-person events and sought the community’s comments on the 

Applicant’s initial ideas for the regeneration of the site. 

1.12. The feedback secured from residents as part of the first formal consultation 

exercise, alongside additional discussions with other stakeholders influenced the 

evolution of the proposals which were then subject to a second pre-planning 

consultation in November 2021 (November 2021 consultation). With government 

regulations and guidance linked to the COVID-19 pandemic having changed, this 

consultation included an online exhibition and a two-day in-person public 

exhibition, plus a community webinar. 

1.13. Across both formal consultations, invitations were delivered to over 13,000 local 

homes and businesses across both the Council and RBG – given the location of the 

site close to the boundary between the two councils. 252 pieces of feedback were 

received via email and the online feedback form during the April 2021 consultation, 

and 205 pieces of feedback were received via email, the online feedback form, 

and completed physical feedback forms in response to the November 2021 

consultation. 

1.14. At a very early stage, the Applicant set up a consultation website at www.Leegate-

Regeneration.co.uk. The Applicant felt it was important to use the same website 

address that had been used for previous consultations and planning proposals put 

forward by the former owner – St Modwen, because many local people will be 

familiar with this address, and the project team wanted to make it as easy as 

possible for people to join the conversation on the future of the Leegate Centre. 

1.15. Throughout the pre-planning period the website has been ‘live’, acting both as a 

‘hub’ of information for local people seeking general updates regarding the 

evolving proposals, and a key part of the two formal public consultation exercises. 

To date, the website has received 8,899 individual visits since March 2021. 

http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
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1.16. Reflecting on the importance of prior community involvement in the evolution of 

previous planning applications, the Applicant and project team sought to engage 

with a range of wider local groups and organisations so that these conversations 

could fully inform the evolution of, and the final proposals for, the Leegate Centre.  

1.17. From the 26,000 formal invitations sent to 13,000 local homes and businesses across 

both exhibitions, feedback was received from 252 and 205 local residents and 

community groups from each consultation. This works out as a response rate of 1.7% 

in April and 1.6% in November, respectively. 

1.18. Of those who did respond, there was a broad spectrum of local comments. This 

ranged from those who were openly supportive of the regeneration plans through 

to those who had a range of concerns about the initial plans and/or wanted more 

information on the rationale for these elements. However, it is important to note that 

not a single piece of formal consultation feedback from either exhibition 

advocated for the current Leegate Centre to remain in its current state. 

1.19. Of the submissions received, a number of those received especially during the 

November 2021 consultation were supportive both of the principle of this site’s 

regeneration and the specific proposals that were being consulted upon. 

1.20. However, a number of submissions to both consultations raised recurring topics, 

which were broadly: 

• The building heights and density proposed 

• How additional residents could impact on the ability of existing local residents 

to access local public services 

• Car parking provision, the impact on local roads and public transport 

• The provision of green and public spaces in the proposed scheme 

• The decant and return strategy for existing Leegate Centre businesses 

• The need for new housing 

• Heritage issues and listed buildings near the site 

 

1.21. Whilst many of these issues were addressed both in the consultation documents for 

both April and November 2021’s consultations and verbally in a range of forums, 

they are responded to again later in this document. 

1.22. To conclude, the Applicant’s approach to pre-planning consultation was designed 

to facilitate early, proactive, and effective engagement. It has been delivered 

through a range of forums and formats, and often held on multiple occasions. 

Formal community feedback has been sought and received by the project team 

on two occasions, and used all its engagement to discuss their proposals, and put 

forward its rationale for its proposals. 

1.23. The Applicant has, is and remains committed to engaging with local elected 

representatives, community groups and individual residents throughout the 

application process and indeed through any demolition and construction phases, 

should the planning application be approved by the Council’s Strategic Planning 

Committee.  
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2. Introduction 
2.1 The Applicant’s site, the Leegate Centre, is situated on a prominent plot at the 

junction of Eltham Road (A20) and Burnt Ash Road (A2212) which form the northern 

and western boundaries of the site. Leyland Road to the East and Carston Close to 

the south form the two other site boundaries, and whilst the Leegate Centre itself 

falls wholly within the London Borough of Lewisham, Eltham Road marks the 

borough boundary between it and the Royal Borough of Greenwich. Indeed, the 

boundary running through the middle of the Tigers Head Junction. 

2.2 The Site’s primary use is a shopping centre (the Leegate Centre), but it also 

contains office accommodation, residential units, a car wash, multi-storey car parks 

and community floorspace. At the northern end of the site is a 1960s shopping 

parade with retail units facing the surrounding streets of Eltham Road and Burnt Ash 

Road. This northern element encompasses a mix of uses, comprising mainly retail 

units at ground and first floors. In addition, there are several food and beverage 

retail units and an area of underutilised public open space on the corner of Eltham 

Road and Leyland Road. 

2.3 The northern part of the Site contains an 8-storey building, known as Leegate 

House, which connects to the shopping parade and comprises office 

accommodation. In addition to existing town centre uses, the upper floors of the 

shopping parade contain 36no. leasehold residential units. 

2.4 There is a pedestrian route running through the site giving residents access to both 

the Leegate Centre itself and to neighbouring roads. This route connects a north 

facing public square situated on the corner of Eltham Road and Leyland Road 

through to Burnt Ash Road to the west. 

2.5 is this a route for pedestrians to reach the retail or a route pedestrians pass retail 

on? 

2.6 Beyond the pedestrian route are further low scale commercial units and a public 

house which fronts the junction between Burnt Ash Road and Taunton Road, and 

on the southernmost part of the site is a 3-level multi-storey car park with capacity 

for approximately 266 vehicles. The car park is situated adjacent to a former petrol 

station that is currently used as a hand car wash. 

 

2.7 Over time the Leegate Centre has become underutilised and dilapidated. The 

design, layout and current condition of the Centre has resulted in an unsafe 

environment that has become associated locally with crime and antisocial 

behaviour.  

2.8 The site needs regeneration and this pre-dates the Applicant’s interest in the site. In 

February 2015, a previous developer, St Modwen, submitted a full planning 

application (ref. DC/14/090032 – the `2015 Application’) for the comprehensive 

redevelopment of the site for retail-led mixed-use development. 

The Council resolved to grant planning permission for the application at Strategic 

Planning Committee on 17th May 2016, subject to referral to the Mayor of London, 

a S106 Agreement and planning conditions. The resolution to grant established the 

principle of the Site’s redevelopment for a retail-led, mixed-use scheme. 
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2.9 Furthermore, in June 2018, St Modwen submitted a full planning application (ref. 

DC/18/107468 – the `2018 Application’) for a revised mixed-use proposal on the 

Site. However, the application has not yet been determined. 

2.10 The Site is also allocated for development in Lewisham Local Plan Regulation 18 

Stage ‘Main issues and Preferred Approaches’ Document. The allocation is for: 

“Comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of existing shopping centre comprising 

compatible main town centre, commercial, community and residential uses. 

Redevelopment of existing buildings and reconfiguration of spaces to facilitate a 

street-based layout with new and improved routes, both into and through the site, 

along with public open space and public realm enhancements.”  

Indicative development capacity: 450-unit residential units 

Gross non-residential floorspace: employment 805 sqm 

Main town centre: 5,449 sqm 

2.11 It is therefore against this background, and local and national guidance on 

consultation, that the Applicant embarked on an extensive programme of pre-

application engagement with local elected representatives, community groups, 

individual residents, and wider stakeholders. 
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3. Pre-Application Consultation 

Process 
3.1 In their approach to the pre-application consultation process, the Applicant took 

into consideration not just local and national consultation guidance but was also 

mindful of the previous consultation processes undertaken by a previous applicant 

for the regeneration of this site, recognising the importance of the site and their 

emerging proposals to the local community, and the future of Lee Green as a 

whole. 

3.2 The Applicant’s objectives for the consultation were therefore: 

• To approach key local elected representatives and prominent local 

community groups to introduce the Applicant, discuss our initial plans for 

the site’s regeneration, and outline our approach to future community 

consultation. 

• To ensure that feedback from local elected representatives, local 

community groups and local residents was collected using a range of 

mechanisms so that it could be considered as the proposals continued to 

evolve during in the pre-application period. 

• To engage with senior officers at the Council’s Planning Department, the 

RBG (as a neighbouring Authority), the GLA and the Council’s DRP to 

secure their guidance on the evolution of these proposals. 

• To engage with officers at statutory bodies such as the GLA, Transport for 

London TfL), Historic England and the Environment Agency. 

Stakeholder Engagement 

3.3 The submitted proposals are the result of 20 meetings with the Council’s Planning 

Department, the GLA and the DRP, a meeting with the RBG as well as five formal 

meetings with local community groups and local elected representatives, two 21-

day formal public consultation exercises as well as engagement with local health 

services, local schools, and arts organisations. 

3.4 In terms of the Applicant’s meetings with the Council’s Planning Department and 

the GLA, senior officers were present to offer clear guidance and advice on 

aspects of the proposals as they stood at that point in time.  

3.5 The Applicant has also attended two Council-run DRPs. The DRP is a group of 

professional design experts, which meets regularly to review the development 

schemes in pre-application stage of the planning process. While the panel does not 

have decision-making powers, it serves as an advisory body helping to achieve the 

best built environment. 
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Pre-Application Meetings 

3.6 The table below therefore sets out all pre-application meetings held between the 

Applicant and local stakeholders throughout the pre-application stage of the 

planning process: 
 

Date Detail 

14th January 2021 1st pre-application meeting (Inception) 

January 2021 Initial emails issued to political and community 

stakeholders 

28th January 2021 2nd pre-application meeting (Design Progression) 

5th February 2021 On-site meeting with Lee Green Ward Councillors Jim 

Mallory, Octavia Holland, and James Rathbone 

11th February 2021 3rd pre-application meeting (Design Progression) 

25th February 2021 4th pre-application meeting (Landscape and Highways) 

26th February 2021 Initial meeting with the Lee Manor Society 

4th March 2021 Initial meeting with the Lee Forum 

8th March 2021 Initial meeting with Janet Daby MP 

11th March 2021 5th pre-application meeting (Design Progression) 

18th March 2021 1st GLA pre-application meeting 

29th March 2021 1st ‘Leegate Working Group’ meeting 

8th April 2021 6th pre-application meeting (Housing Mix) 

9th April 2021 Launch of first public consultation with invitation hand 

delivered to 13,778 local homes and businesses (see 

Appendix I, II and III for the leaflet, delivery area and the 

consultation information boards) 

9th April 2021 Launch of the consultation website, www.Leegate-

Regeneration.co.uk (see Appendix IV) 

15th April 2021 7th pre-application meeting (Design Progression) 

30th April 2021 Deadline for community comments to be received 

6th May 2021 8th pre-application meeting (Design Workshop) 

13th May 2021 
Meeting with Councillor Jonathan Slater and Liz Dart, 

Lewisham Council’s Director of Culture, Libraries and 

Learning 

http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/liz-dart-0b5b90225
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/liz-dart-0b5b90225
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19th May 2021 1st Design Review Panel 

7th June 2021 2nd ‘Leegate Working Group’ meeting 

7th June 2021 9th pre-application meeting (Design Workshop) 

7th July 2021 2nd GLA pre-application meeting: 

14th July 2021 Site meeting with Greater London Assembly Member for 

Lewisham and Greenwich, Len Duvall 

21st July 2021 10th pre-application meeting (Design and Conservation) 

22nd September 2021 11th pre-application meeting (Design Workshop) 

27th September 2021 3rd ‘Leegate Working Group’ meeting 

1st October 2021 Meeting with Hayley Murphy, Head of Development at 

the Albany regarding the 2022 Borough of Culture 

20th October 2021 2nd Design Review Panel 

29th October 2021 12th pre-application meeting (Commercial Strategy) 

10th November 2021 Launch of second public consultation with invitation 

hand delivered to 13,778 local homes and businesses 

(see Appendix V, VI and VII for the leaflet, delivery area 

and the consultation information boards) 

10th November 2021 Consultation website, www.Leegate-Regeneration.co.uk, 

updated 

18th November 2021 First day of in-person public exhibition, on Thursday 18th 

November from 2pm to 8pm 

20th November 2021 Second day of in-person public exhibition, on Saturday 

20th November from 10am to 2pm 

23rd November 2021 Community webinar as part of the Lee Green Assembly 

meeting 

30th November 2021 Deadline for community comments to be received 

15th December 2021 Further meeting with Hayley Murphy, Head of 

Development at the Albany regarding the 2022 Borough 

of Culture 

17th December 2021 13th pre-application meeting (Design and Conservation) 

11th January 2022 Meeting with the RGB Cabinet Member for Regeneration 

and Growth, Denise Scott-McDonald 

20th January 2022 Meeting with Nancy Ellis of ‘Heavens to Betsy’ art 

organisation 

http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
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20th January 2022 Meeting with Mother House Studios 

21st January 2022 
Meeting with Katy Brown, the Advisor to the Young Mayor 

of Lewisham 

21st January 2022 
 

Meeting with local artist, Lionel Stanhope 

21st January 2022 
 

Meeting with Liv Wright of Artmongers 

3rd February 2022 Letter sent to Trinity Primary, Trinity Secondary, Abbey 

Manor College, Brindishe Lee & Brindishe Manor schools 

requesting meeting to engage the management team 

and children about the play space within the scheme 

3rd March 2022 Morning event with pupils of Trinity School about the child 

play space and public realm within the proposed 

scheme 

17th March 2022 14th pre-application meeting (CIL) 

4th April 2022 15th pre-application meeting (S106 and Transport) 

4th April 2022 
 

Meeting with NHS South East London CCG  

 

Community Consultation Website 

3.7 A dedicated consultation website (see Appendix IV and VIII for the website and the 

online feedback form) was launched in early April 2021 at www.Leegate-

Regeneration.co.uk and which has remained live throughout the pre-planning 

phase. It will also remain live and accessible to local people throughout the post-

submission phase. 

3.8 For reasons of simplicity and accessibility, the Applicant used the same website 

address as the one that had been used by a previous landowner to consult local 

people on their own plans to regenerate the Leegate Centre. It was therefore a 

web address local people were familiar with and ensured that there was no 

confusion about where to find the fresh regeneration plans. Whilst important in and 

of itself, the Applicant felt this was especially important given that the COVID-19 

regulations at the time of the first formal consultations strongly discouraged in-

person events and meant the April 2021 consultation was online-only. 

3.9 Throughout the pre-planning period, the website not only included the full contact 

details of the project team, but consistently set out how people could join the 

conversation about its future. 

3.10 For both the April and November 2021 consultations, the website included a 

downloadable consultation document setting out the details of the proposals as 

they stood at the time of the exhibition and allowed people the ability to pass on 

their feedback. 

3.11 The website included an online feedback form which, when submitted, sent the 

feedback directly to the project team. 

3.12 The website also included multiple contact methods for the public to have their say 

on the updated proposals, including the full contact details of a named member of 

http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
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staff so that people could email their feedback directly, as well as call us on the 

telephone. 

3.13 This website has been live since the April 2021 consultation and will remain live 

throughout the formal planning process as a ‘hub’ of information for the local 

community. At the time of writing this Statement of Community Involvement, it has 

been visited by residents on 8,899 separate occasions. 

First Public Consultation Exercise – April 2021 

3.14 Due to government guidance linked to the pandemic strongly discouraging face-

to-face public exhibitions, the consultation was held wholly online. 

3.15 Across the consultation period, 252 individual pieces of feedback was received 

through the consultation’s online feedback form, and from direct emails from 

residents and community groups. 

Second Public Consultation Exercise – November 2021 

3.16 Given that at this time government guidance linked to the pandemic allowed 

face-to-face public exhibitions, the consultation was held both in-person and 

online. The face to face exhibition spanned a public exhibition on Thursday 18th 

November from 2pm to 8pm, and on Saturday 20th November from 10am to 2pm. 

3.17  through the consultation website and through a community webinar, and in-

person through a two-day public exhibition at Leegate House at the Leegate 

Centre itself. 

3.18 Across the consultation period we received 205 individual pieces of feedback 

through the consultation’s online feedback form, direct emails from residents and 

community groups, and from people filling out and returning to the project team 

the feedback forms that were available at the in-person consultation events. At the 

in-person consultation events every attendee was given a feedback form and a 

freepost envelope.  

3.19 19 people also signed up to attend the community webinar on Tuesday 23rd 

November. 

Community, the Arts, and the Borough of Culture 

3.20 Following our engagement with Councillor Jonathan Slater in his role as the-then 

Cabinet Member for the Community Sector, we engaged with Liz Dart, the Director 

of Culture, Libraries and Learning at the London Borough of Lewisham. We also met 

those leading on Lewisham’s programme of events as part of its ‘Borough of 

Culture 2022’ on two occasions. 

3.21 Following the November 2021 consultation, we took on local community advice 

that our plans should be identifiably ‘Lee Green’. We therefore sought to engage 

with the following local individuals and groups who were identified to us as active 

within the vibrant local arts scene: 

• Lee Green Open Studios 

• Catford Dek 

• Mother House Studios/Procreate Studios 
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• Artmongers/Lewisham School of Muralism 

• Nathan Bowen Arts 

• Nancy Ellis & Lionel Stanhope 

Local Schools 

3.22 In addition to the Applicant engaging with the Council’s Education Department as 

part of their wider discussions on their emerging proposals, they also sought to 

engage with local schools directly to understand their views on local educational 

provision and understand any school years that may be well subscribed with pupils 

and years which may be under-subscribed. 

Local health services 

3.23 The proposed development includes space for a new health service and during the 

pre-application phase we wrote to the local GP practices offering a discussion to 

gauge their level of interest in either moving to or opening an additional practice 

at the Leegate Centre. We also reached out and met with NHS Southeast London 

Integrated Care System to discuss local healthcare services more generally. 

3.24 Together, this approach sought to ensure we could understand the delivery of local 

services in Lee Green specifically, by engaging with GP practices directly, as well as 

understanding the current and longer-term ambitions of health service delivery 

across South East London generally, by speaking to the NHS itself. 

Hearing the voice of local young people 

3.25 Following the November 2021 consultation, the Applicant reviewed the community 

comments and noticed that a very large majority of the submissions were from 

people in older demographic groups, and it was felt that the voices of the many 

young people who live, study and travel through Lee Green and the Leegate 

Centre area may not have been fully heard. 

3.26 We also reached out to Katy Brown, the advisor to the Young Mayor of Lewisham, 

and held a constructive meeting with her on Friday 21st January 2022. 

3.27 Given the significant amount of new public realm and play spaces proposed as 

part of the emerging regeneration proposals, the Applicant therefore wrote to 

local schools offering to not just meet the leadership team but also request an 

opportunity to engage pupils directly on what they wanted to see come forward in 

these spaces. 

3.28 The local schools written to were: 

• Brindishe Lee Primary School 

• Brindishe Manor School 

• Abbey Manor College 

• Trinity Primary School 

• Trinity Secondary School 
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3.29 Following this outreach, a consultation session with Trinity Primary School pupils was 

held on the morning of Thursday 3rd March 2022. 

Conclusion 

3.30 The Applicant ensured that throughout the pre-application period the full contact 

details of a named member of staff – including a telephone number and e-mail 

address - were easily available to all stakeholders to ensure that at whatever point 

in the pre-planning consultation stage, local people could contact and speak 

directly to a member of staff about any aspect of the emerging plans. 

3.31 Delivering an accessible consultation was essential, so, for example, our full contact 

details ensured that anyone with no or limited access to the Internet could contact 

the project team for a copy of the consultation documents, request home visits, or 

have a chat on the phone. Also, for those with mobility problems, our in-person 

consultation events took place at a step free venue - Leegate House at the 

Leegate Centre itself. 

3.32 Importantly, with the boundary between the Council and RBG being just metres 

from the site along Eltham Road.  Not only did our exhibition invitation leaflet be 

delivered to people on both sides of this administrative boundary – because 

people from both Lewisham and Greenwich call Lee Green ‘home’ – we also 

contacted the Council Leader Councillor Danny Thorpe, and the Cabinet Member 

for Regeneration and Growth Councillor Denise Scott-McDonald offering a 

meeting. A meeting was secured with Councillor Scott-McDonald on Tuesday 11th 

January 2022. 
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4. Review of Feedback 
The Applicant’s early, proactive, and effective pre-application consultation approach 

encompassed a range of channels and stakeholders, and each channels’ feedback is set 

out here. 

April 2021 Consultation  

4.1 The deadline for community feedback from our first formal round of community 

consultation passed on 30th April 2021 and this was held wholly online, given that 

the COVID-19 pandemic regulations and guidance discouraged in-person events 

and that additional government guidance was that the planning process should 

continue. 

4.2 This online consultation focused on the Applicant’s consultation website, at 

www.Leegate-Regeneration.co.uk, and it was here that visitors could find a 

consultation document on the Applicant’s initial plans. People could pass their 

feedback directly to the project team in several ways. Primarily this was by using 

the online feedback form on the website, or my emailing the team directly. 

However, people could also write or call the team to discuss the plans. 

Delivery area 

4.3 Importantly, after consultation with the Council’s Planning Department, it was 

agreed that our leaflet to local people inviting them to participate in the 

consultation exercise was the same as that used by St Modwen during their 

previous pre-planning consultations for the site. The result was that the invite was 

delivered to over 13,000 local homes and businesses in both Lewisham and across 

the boundary in the RBG. 

Feedback 

4.4 By the time the feedback deadline of 30th April 2021 passed, the Applicant 

received 252 community comments, of 1.7% response rate, from a wide range of 

locations. These are shown in the two maps below. These are set out below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk/
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4.5 A map showing the location of most respondents 

from across the local area (the site is shown in purple) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A map showing the location of respondents living in 

 the immediate Lee Green area (the site is shown in purple) 

Community comments 

4.6 With the online feedback form and email feedback formats allowing people to 

write about whichever element of the plans they wanted - and avoiding setting 

any specific questions - the breadth of feedback was considerable. 

4.7 The feedback range included people who openly supported both the principle of 

the regeneration of the Leegate Centre and in relation to the specific proposals 

that were consulted upon, to people with a range of questions, queries, and 

concerns. However, it is important to state that not a single piece of community 

feedback advocated for the retention of the Leegate Centre in its current state. 

4.8 Of the topics that received 10 or more comments, the proposed building heights 

was the main focus of attention, with particular focus on the proposed height of 

building A1 facing onto the Tigers Head Junction. Whilst this was raised in 155 

individual pieces of feedback, only 13 respondents wrote about this alone. The 

remaining 142 respondents mentioning height often sought to link it with 

perceptions that the scheme as proposed was overly dense, having at the same 

time too much or too little parking provision, and resident queries about existing 

local roads already being congested. 

4.9 Other than height, the level of concern then stepped down to concerns about new 

residents at a regenerated Leegate Centre meaning it would become harder to 

access local public services, typically by voicing their experience of already long 

waits to access their GPs etc. Access to public transport, the delivery of high-quality 

public and green spaces, and the delivery of affordable housing (supporting its 

delivery) were the other issues that were raised more than 10 times by respondents. 
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Comments from community groups 

4.10 In terms of local community groups, the Lee Forum, the Blackheath Society, and 

the Lee Manor Society all submitted their own comments during the consultation 

period. 

4.11 The Lee Forum issued a very short submission saying that in their view the scheme 

was too high, too dense and urged the Applicant to revise their proposals. 

4.12 The Blackheath Society’s submission included their perception that the proposals as 

presented represented overdevelopment of the site, and the comments also 

touched on the interplay between height, affordable housing provision and 

financial viability. 

4.13 The Lee Manor Society sought to link our proposals to the Local Plan allocation and 

referenced the Committee Report for St Modwen’s 2015 Application which secured 

a ‘resolution to grant’ in 2016. 

November 2021 Consultation 

4.14 Having reviewed all community comments from the April 2021 consultation and 

having engaged further with a range of wider stakeholders, the Applicant 

undertook a second pre-planning consultation in November 2021. During this time, 

the Applicant was continuing to engage with Council and GLA Planner and Design 

Officers and completed two DRPs. 

4.15 Given that at this time government guidance linked to the pandemic allowed 

face-to-face public exhibitions, the consultation was held both online through the 

consultation website and through a community webinar, and in-person through a 

two-day public exhibition at Leegate House at the Leegate Centre itself. With 

feedback forms (see Appendix IX for a copy of the Applicant’s feedback form) 

and freepost envelopes handed to all attendees, across the consultation period 

we received 205 submissions. This is a 1.6% response rate when set against the more 

than 13,000 invitations delivered to local people, plus a comment from the 

Blackheath Society and Lewisham Cyclists. Of these submissions, 80 were via the 

consultation website’s online feedback form, 94 were paper feedback forms 

returned by people who attended the public exhibition, and 31 emails were sent to 

the project team directly. 

4.16 19 people also signed up to attend the community webinar on Tuesday 23rd 

November. 

4.17 At the in-person consultation events every attendee was given a feedback form 

and a freepost envelope.  

4.18 In terms of the community feedback, 54 submissions – or 26% of all the submissions - 

openly welcomed the regeneration of the site generally, and many aspects of the 

proposals specifically. Many noted that the Leegate Centre was in their view in 

need of regeneration. 

4.19 This represents a shift in local opinion from the first public consultation exercise, 

when fewer community submissions both in terms of the number of submissions and 

as a percentage of the overall number of comments. Also, not a single local 

resident advocated for the retention of the Shopping Centre in its current state. 
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4.20 A number of local residents did, however, still have a number of questions, queries, 

and concerns about the proposals. The greatest number of comments, at 119, or 

58% of all submissions, either opposed the principle of a 15-storey element to these 

plans, wanted this element reduced in height (with a range of alternative heights 

suggested), that Building A1 be set back from the Tiger’s Head Junction and the 

site’s boundary a little further, or that the tallest elements of these proposals were 

relocated towards Carston Close, Burnt Ash Road or Leyland Road, closest to 

Merridale or the Leybridge Court ‘towers’. A smaller number of respondents 

coupled together concerns over the height of certain buildings and the scheme’s 

proposed density and massing. One resident did, in contrast, urge that certain 

buildings be increased in height from those shown at the public exhibition. 

4.21 There was a range of opinion when it came to the proposed parking provision. 

Whilst the majority of respondents who raised this issue wanted additional parking 

spaces provided either as part of the scheme as proposed in terms of the number 

of new homes, or more parking spaces for a smaller scheme, it is important to note 

that a small number of respondents felt that too many parking spaces were being 

provided, and strongly advocated for fewer car parking spaces to be included in 

the development. 

4.22 These respondents often included parking, air quality, traffic, congestion and 

transport together in their commentary on this project. Many felt that there were 

already too many cars on local roads but were split, as set out above, on the 

solution. On the topic of transport, a small number asked for the public realm on 

Burnt Ash Road to include inset bus stops to aid traffic flow heading south from the 

Tigers Head Junction as it was seen in rush hour as a contributor to congestion. 

4.23 A small minority of respondents also wanted information on the proposed 

construction traffic management plan (otherwise known as a construction logistics 

plan and/or construction management plan) should the plans go forward. The 

main concern was to avoid traffic going through small backstreets and/or 

Blackheath, and more generally, how this could exacerbate local traffic 

congestion at the Tigers Head Junction. 

4.24 Other topics raised were requests for more information on the design and materials 

proposed and how the scheme will be sustainable, use renewable energy and 

solar panels where able, and include electric car charging points at car parking 

spaces. 

4.25 The two remaining topics raised by local people were the potential impact new 

homes here would have on existing local infrastructure and facilities, and the future 

of existing Leegate traders and the community centre. 

4.26 On local infrastructure, the plans that were presented at the exhibition included 

space for new health services.  We were also able to verbally communicate to 

people at the exhibition that as well as speaking to the Council’s Education 

Department for guidance on the capacity of local primary and secondary schools 

to accommodate additional children living in a ‘new’ Leegate, the project team 

has also proactively contacted local schools offering meetings to discuss the plans, 

their school rolls and any oversubscription of school years. We had also done the 

same outreach work with local GP practices, and latterly with the local NHS too. 

4.27 On the traders and the community centre, at the exhibition we were able to inform 

attendees that the discussions with the community centre were on-going but that it 
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was the Applicant’s aspiration for them to take a prominent ground floor location in 

a ‘new’ Leegate.  

4.28 We also informed attendees that the project team had, were and will continue to 

engage directly with existing Leegate Centre traders, work on a viable decant and 

return mechanism, and that this also formed a key part of the (then) evolving 

Commercial Strategy – as prepared by Fourth Street in support of the application. 

Pre-Application Meetings and Design Review Panels 

4.29 The Applicant’s proposals have been subject to 20 meetings with the Council’s 

Planning Department through pre-application meetings, alongside meetings with 

the GLA, TfL, Historic England, the Environment Agency, and the Council’s DRP. 

4.30 The topics these discussions have included are: 

• Design Progression 

• Landscape and Highways 

• Housing Mix 

• Design Workshop 

• Design and Conservation 

• Commercial Strategy 

• CIL 

• S106 and Transport 

Leegate Working Group Meetings 

4.31 The Applicant and their project team have met with local elected representatives 

and community groups via the Leegate Working Group on three occasions and 

whilst these meetings did not have pre-agreed agendas, the typical topics 

covered were: 

• Applicant update 

• Consultation feedback 

• Scheme evolution 

• Commercial strategy 

• Next steps 

• AOB 

Local health services 

4.32 Having reached out to local GP Practices and NHS South East London CCG, there 

is significant interest in the proposed medical centre within the Proposed 

Development. We intend on continuing the conversations with local health services 

during and beyond the formal planning process. 

Arts organisations 

4.33 Having engaged with Liz Dart at the Council at an early stage, and subsequently 

met with the Borough of Culture 2022 team twice and held individual meetings with 

local arts organisations and with artists themselves, there was significant interest in 
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curating some short term and long-term arts installations at a regenerated Leegate 

Centre to make it identifiably ‘Lee Green’. 

Local youth outreach 

4.34 The Applicant also recognised that whilst we had engaged widely, and that the 

scheme included significant new play spaces and public realm, the voice of the 

many young people who travel through and past the site regularly may not have 

been heard clearly. That is why in February 2022 the Applicant wrote to a range of 

local schools asking for an opportunity to not only discuss the plans with the 

schools’ senior management teams but also, if possible, to consult pupils directly. 

4.35 This outreach resulted with a consultation event with pupils at Trinity School in 

March 2022. During a 30-minute pre-class morning session, residents supported our 

inclusion of the basketball court, but pupils pressed the Applicant to provide 

additional ‘hangout’ spaces, shelters, seating, plus interesting lighting, planting, 

charging benches, and ensuring this is as environmentally sustainable as possible. 

Interestingly, the pupils also urged the Applicant to look at a space within the 

development for some street art, potentially curated by a local artist or 

organisation with links to the area.  

4.36 Photos of the information boards and pupils’ comments on post-it notes can be 

found in Appendix X. 

Response to feedback 

4.37 A few key themes have arisen from the pre-application community, political and 

stakeholder consultation and the commentary below pinpoints how these direct 

discussions have helped the Applicant’s scheme to evolve. 

Street Art 

In our discussions with pupils at Trinity School about the public and place spaces 

proposed within the development, they encouraged the Applicant to consider 

introducing some street art in a prominent location within the scheme. As a direct 

result, a key wall to the south of the main public square will feature street art. 

Discussions are on-going about ensuring its delivery is overseen and delivered by a 

local arts organisation. 

Basketball Court 

Pupils at Trinity School noticed a key corner of the site, where Carston Close meets 

Leyland Road, which would be suitable for a half basketball court. As a direct 

result, a half basketball court has been introduced in this location. 

Community Centre 

A number of local residents expressed a clear desire for the Community Centre to 

be allocated space within the proposed new development.As a direct result, the 

Applicant has allocated a key spot within the proposed non-residential space for 

the Community Centre. Importantly, this space is at the ground floor, meaning it will 

be step free and accessible to everyone. 
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5. Conclusion 
5.1 This Statement of Community Involvement provides a record of the pre-application 

engagement carried out by the Applicant regarding their proposals for the mixed-

use regeneration of the Leegate Centre in the Council. 

5.2 During the pre-application period the Applicant sought to engage extensively with 

all local and regional stakeholders, including the Council, the GLA, TfL, Historic 

England and the Environment Agency as well as local political stakeholders, local 

community groups and local residents. This has also extended to the RBG given its 

proximity to the Leegate Centre. 

5.3 These groups and individuals have been given a range of opportunities to engage 

both the project team and the evolving proposals. These include two formal 

community consultation exercises, in April and November 2021 with more than 

13,000 local homes and businesses invited to participate at each exercise – a total 

of more than 26,000 invitations. The community left 252 and 205 pieces of 

feedback, or 1.7% and 1.1% rate of response, respectively to each consultation. 

Throughout the pre-application phase, the consultation website was visited 8,899 

times, and we held several Working Group meetings, reached out to local schools 

GP practices and the local NHS. We also engaged with the Young Mayor of 

Lewisham’s advisor, consulted pupils at Trinity Primary School, and met a range of 

local artists and arts organisations. 

5.4 The above engagement resulted in a resident response rate of 3.5% - with 457 

responses out of more than 26,000 invitations issued.  It is our interpretation of those 

responses that the community is generally comfortable with both the principle of 

the regeneration of this site, and with the Applicant’s proposals specifically. 

5.5 Importantly, with more than 100 fewer responses to our November 2021 

consultation when compared to the April 2021 consultation – despite our latter 

consultation including online, in-person and a webinar engagement – the 

community is generally supportive of the evolution of our plans. This conclusion is 

supported by the fact that 43 submissions received in late 2021 openly supported 

the scheme as presented at the exhibition. This is not just a greater actual number 

of physical responses than those seen in April 2021 but represent a greater 

percentage of the community comments when compared to the earlier 

consultation exercise. 

5.6 Whilst a number of local residents have strongly held views towards certain 

elements of the proposals, most notably the proposed height of Building A1, this is 

issue was only raised by c.59% of respondents; we need to put this into the context 

of 86 resident comments against 13,000 invitations, represents just 0.66% of local 

residents raising this concern. 

5.7 Ultimately, these proposals have been subject to early, proactive, effective, and 

extensive pre-application consultation, are supported by many living locally 

through either positive submissions or no engagement with the process, and the 

Applicant have, and will continue to be open to community engagement during 

the formal planning process. 
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APPENDIX I – April 2021 Consultation Leaflet 
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APPENDIX II – April 2021 Exhibition Invitation Delivery 

Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delivery map to 13,778 local homes and businesses, with the site shown in purple. 
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APPENDIX III – April 2021 Consultation Information Banners  
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APPENDIX IV – Screenshot of the consultation website 
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APPENDIX V – November 2021 Consultation Leaflet 
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APPENDIX VI – November 2021 Public Exhibition 

Invitation Delivery Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delivery map to 13,778 local homes and businesses, with the site shown in purple. 
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APPENDIX VII – November 2021 Consultation Exhibition Information Banners 
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APPENDIX VIII – Online feedback form 
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APPENDIX IX – April 2021 Consultation Feedback Form 
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APPENDIX X – Photos of Trinity School Pupil Consultation 
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